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The energy transition will have profound and varying effects across the globe. We look at the evolution of 

clean technologies and the challenges and opportunities the transition poses for fossil fuel and metals and 

minerals producers in the short and long term. We also describe the likely macroeconomic consequences and 

identify the countries most exposed. A small number of fossil fuel producers are likely to be severely hit. 

Meanwhile, a select group of minerals producers should see large benefits. Fuel importers – that is, most of the 

world – should benefit to varying degrees.  

 

Clean technologies are rapidly challenging the long dominance of fossil fuels. Public policy measures from 

major economies are adding significant amounts of public financial and regulatory support to the 

transition. Relatedly, expectations are growing that fossil fuel demand will peak within this decade after 

over two centuries of essentially uninterrupted growth (IEA (2022)). And this will have profound effects on 

the global economy, particularly in relation to energy and commodities markets. In a new paper (Americo 

et al (2023)), we describe how this these effects may manifest in different types of countries. 

 

We find that most of the world, but particularly South and East Asia, should benefit from replacing 

expensive, polluting, imported fossil fuel with cheaper, cleaner, locally sourced energy. For major 

undiversified fossil fuel producers in the Middle East and North Africa, the economic benefits of clean 

energy will be overshadowed by the decline of their main export industry. Producers of key metals and 

minerals (eg copper, lithium, rare earths) may enter a new commodity supercycle, but global spending on 

these materials will be much lower than what is spent on fossil fuels today. Overall, resources should shift 

away from fossil fuel producers and towards energy consumers and metals and minerals producers. 
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The near-term outlook for the transition is much more uncertain, however. Both fossil fuel demand and supply 

are bound to decline, but which one declines more rapidly is hard to tell. Weak investment in fossil fuel 

extraction, which has shrunk significantly since 2014, could push up energy prices. Delays in the expansion of 

metals and minerals supply or electricity infrastructure also may impede the transition. But we could also see the 

opposite scenario: fast progress for clean technologies means that tipping points in energy markets arrive 

quickly. Also, buoyed by public sector support and technological innovation, constraints from infrastructure or 

metals and minerals may be, as has been the case over the last decade, prove much weaker than currently 

anticipated. 

 

Clean technologies are rapidly becoming the default option 

 

Cost declines for wind and solar energy have consistently surpassed expectations, with realised costs falling 

around three times faster than projected (Graph 1 – left-hand panel). Because of this solar and wind energy are 

now the dominant source of global electricity growth (Graph 1 – centre panel). And because renewable 

technologies experience sharp cost declines as they scale up (Way et al (2022)), their cost advantages and use 

should only continue to grow in the coming decades. 

The adoption of clean electricity will correspondingly create permanent challenges for fossil fuels, particularly as 

most countries could use renewables to supply the vast majority of their electricity needs (Tong et al (2021)). 

Fossil fuel investment in the electricity sector has been in a consistent decline both in terms of share and aggrega-

te spending (IEA (2023a)). Partly as a result, fossil fuel demand in the power sector is already decelerating 

sharply and is expected to soon enter a period of secular decline (Ember (2023)). 
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Electric vehicles (EVs) are seeing their popularity explode. Sales have more than tripled since 2019 and essential-

ly all major auto manufacturers are planning to transition to predominantly electric or all-electric fleets over the 

next decade. The primary hindrances to EV adoption (ie driving range, cost, charging infrastructure) are quickly 

being resolved, meaning that demand should start to shift from early adopters to mass market consumers. 

 

Similar to how renewables are eroding demand for fossil fuel-based electricity, the rapid adoption and cost ad-

vantages of EVs over internal combustion engines (ICE) mean that oil demand should be increasingly challenged. 

EVs already have far lower and less volatile operating costs than their fossil fuel counterparts (Graph 1 – right-

hand panel), meaning that heavy users have strong financial incentives to accelerate their transition. Electrificati-

on in transportation is already displacing around 1.5 million barrels a day (BNEF (2022)) – roughly equivalent to 

the daily consumption of France. This is expected to help drive a peak in transportation oil demand in the next 

several years and an overall peak by the end of the decade (IEA (2023)). 

 

A wide range of outcomes are plausible for fossil fuel prices. In 2014, oil prices crashed despite growing oil de-

mand. However, a widening of the supply and demand imbalance of less than 2 million barrels a day helped push 

prices down by approximately 70% in two years (Baumeister and Kilian (2016)). More recently, the reopening of 

the global economy after the initial phases of the pandemic and the Russian invasion of Ukraine pushed prices up 

by a similar magnitude. Further complicating the outlook is the fact that fossil fuel producers have only operated 

in an environment of ever-increasing demand, meaning that their supply response is also uncertain. Their incen-

tives under a declining demand scenario may be to produce more in the near-term rather than holding on to what 

may be less valuable reserves in the future (Mercure et al (2021)). 

 

In contrast to their fossil fuel producing peers, metals and minerals producers could see major benefits from the 

expansion of renewable energy and the electrification of transportation. The proliferation of these technologies 

will require a rapid scaling up of the production of metals and minerals such as copper, lithium, cobalt and rare 

earths. Tightness and volatility in these markets is already apparent, with prices remaining above their historical 

levels even after the recent easing of extreme price increases of the past few years. 

 

Nevertheless, these constraints are likely to soften over the long-term. Persistently high prices will help the deve-

lopment of currently underutilised or less viable supplies (eg lithium deposits in Canada, Germany and Mexico) 

just as the oil price boom incentivised development of the Canadian tar sands and US shale. Relatedly, mining in-

vestment has been increasing sharply for several years suggesting that new supply should reach markets in the 

coming years. And finally, high prices should support the development of alternative technologies; for example, 

sodium-ion batteries that could ease pressures for lithium, cobalt, and nickel (Bradsher (2023)). 

 

Despite some parallels, the nature of metals and minerals demand will be distinct from that for fossil fuels. Metals 

and minerals can be used indefinitely, while fossil fuels are inherently single use. Also, a large proportion of fu-

ture metals and minerals demand should be front-loaded as new technologies are adopted. However, given the 

scale of change implied by the energy transition, this boom in the quantities demanded for metals and minerals 

could last for decades, especially given the uneven pace of the transition within and across countries. 

 

The energy transition will have global implications 

 

The energy transition will have different effects across three broad classifications of countries: fossil fuel export-

ers, fossil fuel importers and metals and minerals exporters. Given the lack of overlap between metals and miner-

als exporters and producers of fossil fuels (Graph 2 – left-hand panel), we find this to be a useful starting point to 

conduct our analysis. We also distinguish between the transition phase and the eventual steady state. 
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Effects on fossil fuel exporters 

 

The near-term effects of the energy transition on fossil fuel producers are hard to predict. A fast transition would 

put severe pressure on their current accounts, creating balance of payments and/or exchange rate challenges. 

This shock would flow through to fiscal accounts and impede potential demand-side responses from govern-

ments. Worsening prospects for fossil fuels would make a significant amount of fossil fuel investment unneces-

sary and cut off another growth channel. These issues may also be aggravated by financial stress: commodity 

price crashes are typically associated with an increase in non-performing loans and bank funding costs (Kinda et 

al (2016)). However, if capital pulls back from the sector faster than demand for fossil fuels falls, existing produc-

ers could see one final windfall. This windfall would have essentially the opposite effects of a rapid transition and 

could buy affected countries’ additional time to deal with the transition.  

 

The long-term steady state for energy markets and fossil fuel producers is much clearer. Undiversified producers 

may see major threats to their fiscal sustainability and balance of payments. And given the scale of the potential 

impact from the transition, even countries with substantial savings could see these funds erode quickly. Diversi-

fied oil and gas producers may just see a shift in economic activity. Weaker exchange rates, lower competition for 

workers and reduced wage pressures could make certain industries and regions more competitive and set the 

stage for new forms of development if supporting policies are in place – a sort of ‘Dutch disease’ in reverse. 
 

The transition will be particularly challenging for countries such as Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, the United Arab Emir-

ates and Algeria where fossil fuel rents account for a large share of their economies and almost their entire ex-

port bases; one needs to look no further than the 2014 oil price crash to see the potential macroeconomic chal-

lenges facing these countries. Meanwhile, even more diversified countries such as Russia, Norway and Colombia, 

that are heavily reliant on fossil fuels exports, could face balance of payments and/or exchange rate pressures.  
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Effects on fossil fuel importers  

 

Fossil fuel importers will have the inverse experience of their exporting peers. Under a slow transition, importers 

could see higher energy prices and inflation as well as weakening current account balances and exchange rates. 

This would flow through to the broader economy via lower investment and consumption. And in many cases, it 

would worsen fiscal balances both through slower growth and perhaps increased energy subsidies. However, 

under a fast transition, importers may benefit twice over. A sharp fall in price fossil fuel prices would act as a 

positive supply shock, leading to better outcomes for their current accounts, fiscal balances, investment, 

consumption and inflation rates. Meanwhile, the increased use of lower-cost domestic energy sources would 

reinforce these effects. 

 

However, the build out of new infrastructure may dampen the positive macroeconomic effects of a fast transition 

(Schnabel (2022)). Some estimates suggest that clean energy investment will need to increase from around 1.3% 

of current global output currently to approximately 2.7% by 2030 to achieve climate goals (IEA (2021a)). 

Whether these investment-led inflationary pressures are realised will depend on how energy consumption 

spending (currently around 5% of global output) and fossil fuel investment (roughly 1%) evolve. If clean energy 

investment reaches sufficiently high levels, it is also highly likely that fossil fuel spending and investment have 

fallen sharply, thus reducing net inflationary pressures. 

 

In the long term, the energy transition will deliver a positive supply shock to the global economy. The 

implementation of lower cost clean technologies should reduce price levels and generally weaken energy’s 

influence on economic activity. The transition should lead to an improvement in the trade balances of importers 

due to reduced energy imports. This in turn should lead to higher domestic consumption and a structural easing 

of financial conditions as more financial resources are held locally. 

 

The countries most reliant on energy imports and which should benefit most from the transition are mostly in in 

South and East Asia. Vietnam, India, Thailand, and China are highly reliant on fossil fuel, have limited domestic 

supplies, and thus have large incentives to make the transition quickly (Graph 2 – right-hand panel). India’s 

historical sensitivity to energy prices demonstrates the macroeconomic risks and opportunities that currently 

energy poor countries face as the transition proceeds. 

 

Effects on suppliers of metals and minerals 

 

The energy transition will be clearly positive for producers of metals and minerals, but as is typical with 

resource-based booms, may create challenges as well. Potential supply and demand mismatches could shift the 

terms of trade sharply in favour of exporters. The build-up of new mining capacity should further support growth 

by increasing investment demand, while capital inflows associated with the boom are likely to significantly ease 

financial conditions (Drechsel and Tenreyro (2018)).  

 

That said, there are some issues that metals and minerals producers may have to confront in the long term. The 

real exchange rate and wage pressures that accompany a boom could make some regions and industries less 

competitive (Corden (1984), Alberola and Benigno (2017)). Fiscal spending and non-commodity revenues tend to 

move procyclically with commodity prices (Bova et al (2018)). Similarly, while commodity exporters typically 

enjoy easier financial conditions during a boom, they often experience sudden stops and financial sector issues 

during the bust. 
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The strong performance of Peru and Chile – two of world’s largest copper producers – during the previous 

commodity boom support this reasoning. During this time, they saw strong foreign direct investment, improving 

fiscal conditions, strong wage growth, and increasing labour market formalisation. After the end of the 

commodity supercycle, Chile and Peru retained most of the economic gains they achieved during the boom but 

still experienced some macroeconomic retrenchment. 

 

A wide range of countries should benefit from the transition. Some countries – Australia, Brazil and Chile – stand 

to gain due to their large deposits of different types of metals and minerals. Meanwhile, others may do so from 

the exploitation of a single product, such as Bolivia from lithium, the Democratic Republic of Congo from cobalt, 

and Peru from copper. And finally, China’s dominant position in refining will allow it to take advantage of 

increased production even if its own domestic supplies are relatively limited. However, the current market 

structure of metals and minerals markets cannot be taken for granted. Measures such as the US Inflation 

Reduction Act and the European Union’s proposed Critical Raw Minerals Act to encourage domestic mining and a 

lower reliance on Chinese refining could influence market share over the long term. And as mentioned 

previously, the development of new reserves or the use of demand reducing technologies could further reduce 

market power. 

 

Conclusion 

 

The energy transition will eventually have far-reaching and permanent implications for the global economy and 

individual countries. It will be a net benefit for the global economy through lower energy costs, lower economic 

volatility and a cleaner environment, but may also imply more energy price uncertainty in the short-term.  

However, for major fossil fuel producing nations, the energy transition will require a difficult and fundamental 

shift in the structure of their economies. And metals and minerals producers should benefit twice over from the 

benefits of a cleaner energy supply and increased demand for their products. 

 

Still, countries do not have to be passive in response to the transition. Fossil fuel exporters can use the coming 

years to embark on structural reform, diversify their fiscal bases and build buffers against future economic and 

financial volatility. Meanwhile, fossil fuel importers can use the energy transition as an opportunity to make their 

economies more resilient; they can take cost-effective climate action while also permanently reducing risks from 

fossil fuel-based balance of payment shocks. Also, metals and minerals producers can reform their budgeting 

practices to ensure that they minimise their exposure to the booms and busts of the commodity cycle. But some 

governments may need support in these efforts given the high cost of capital faced by emerging market 

economies. The international official sector and advanced economies can help this process along by following 

through on their repeated promises of technical assistance and larger-scale financial support to these countries 

(Persaud (2023)). 

 

Despite the nearer-term uncertainty, the energy transition means that the world will eventually see lower energy 

costs and less pollution. However, while the outlook is positive for most countries and the world, some people, 

regions and countries may nevertheless be left behind. In other words, how potential future abundance is shared 

globally could be a major issue in the years and decades ahead. ∎  
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